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INIS (International Nuclear Information System , the world's leading information system on the

peaceful uses of nuclear energy) is operated by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

in collaboration with its Member States and co-operating international organisations. Uzbekistan

joined INIS in 1995 and National INIS Centre was organised in Institute of Nuclear Physics.

INIS provides a comprehensive information reference service for literature in nuclear science and

technology. To do this. INIS processes most of the world's scientific and technical literature that

falls within its subject scope. The following fields are covered: nuclear power, nuclear safety,

materials of nuclear interest, environmental aspects (of nuclear and non-nuclear energy sources),

economic aspects (of nuclear and non-nuclear energy sources), safeguards, non-proliferation,

nuclear applications, radiation protection, nuclear aspects of physics, nuclear aspects of chemistry

and legal aspects. Literature reported to INIS may be subdivided into two categories,

conventional and non-conventional. Conventional literature is literature which is commercially

available through the normal distribution channels. Non-conventional literature comprises all

other forms of literature.The INIS record for a piece of literature consists of three main

components: a bibliographic description, identifying authorship, publishing, and similar details, a

set of descriptors, identifying the subject content ofthe piece of literature and an abstract

summarising the information contained in the piece of literature. Presently INIS database contains

about 2 millions records and annual growth is 80000 items. Beginning from 1995 Uzbekistan

INIS Centre's contribution to database is about 600 records. The access to INIS database is

available both on-line and on CD-ROM. There are two sets of INIS database on CD-ROM in

Institute of Nuclear Physics and everybody may use them and make searches in database under

the guidance of qualified INIS personnel. Nowadays when Uzbekistan scientific community has a

shortage of international scientific journals and literature INIS database gives a unique

opportunity to each scientist for access to modern nuclear information.
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